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ALMOST EVERYWHERESUMMABILITYON NILMANIFOLDS1
BY

ANDRZEJ HULANICKI AND JOE W. JENKINS
Abstract. Let G be a stratified, nilpotent Lie group and let L be a homogeneous
sublaplacian on G. Let E(X) denote the spectral resolution of L on L2(G). Given a
function K on R+ , define the operator TKon L2(G) by Tkf= j$>K(\) dE(\)f.
Sufficient conditions on K to imply that TK is bounded on L\G) and the maximal
operator K*(p(x) = supr>01 TKq>(x) | (where K,(X) = K(tXJ) is of weak type (1,1)
are given. Picking a basis e0, e,,... of L2(G/T) (T being a discrete cocompact
subgroup of G) consisting of eigenfunctions of L, we obtain almost everywhere and
norm convergence of various summability methods of 2(qp, ef)e¡, <pE LP(G/T),
1 <p < oo.

Let G be a nilpotent Lie group and T a discrete, cocompact subgroup of G. There
is a unique G-invariant probability measure dx on G/T. L2(G/T) can be written as a
direct sum of irreducible (with finite multiplicities) G-invariant subspaces

(0.1)

L2(G/T)=e2%j-

j

In other words, if Pj denotes the orthogonal projection of L2(G/T) onto %j we have

(0.2)

f=2Pjf
j

(fEL2(G/T))

where the series is convergent in L2(G/r). The question of whether there are other
summability methods of (0.2) for/ E LP(G/T), or whether the series is convergent,
e.g., uniformly for functions with some degree of smoothness, has long been
considered and is the starting point of this paper. (Some facts concerning these
questions can be found in [10].) On the other hand, G/T is a compact manifold, so if
A is an elliptic self adjoint operator on G/T, L2(G/T) has a basis of eigenfunctions
for A. If A is G-invariant, the elements of this basis can be selected from the
subspaces in (0,1). The eigenfunction expansions for such operators have been
extensively studied, and the asymptotic of the eigenvalues and various summability
methods of the eigenfunction expansions are known (cf., e.g., [14]).
In this paper we consider the homogeneous sublaplacian L (which is not elliptic)
on a stratified nilpotent Lie group G. If E(X) is the spectral resolution of L on
L2(G) and A' is a function on R+ , set
/•OO

TKf=

•'o

K(X)dE(X)f

(/EL2(G)).
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Following the program of E. M. Stein [12], we consider conditions on K such that TK
is bounded on LX(G) and such that the maximal operator
K*cp(x) = sup\TKq>(x)\

(where K,(X) = K(tX)) is of weak type (1,1). This is done by functional calculus on
related commutative Banach algebras as in [5]. This leads to the almost everywhere
convergence to/, for/ E LP(G), 1 < p < oo, of, e.g., the Bochner-Reisz means

(0.3)

(\l-X/R)NdE(X)f

for N sufficiently large. Giancarlo Mauceri [7] has studied this problem on the
Heisenberg group by different methods.
Picking a basis e0,ex,... of L2(G/T) consisting of eigenfunctions of L, the
corresponding theorems give almost everywhere and norm convergence of various
summability methods of 2y(<p,ej)e- (<pE LP(G/T)). Considering <p's in one summand of (0.1) and carrying it over to R*, we obtain almost everywhere convergence
of Abel, Cesàro, etc. summability methods for multiple Hermite expansions. For
example, for/ E LP(R), I < p < oo, and a > 9,

/(*)=hm

2(l-J/N)a{f,<Pj)%(x)

(a.e)

where <p0,<p,,... are Hermite functions. Related results can be found in [8 and 9].
We would like to express our gratitude to Jacek Cygan, Roger Howe, Horst
Leptin, Leonard Richardson, Mitchell Taibelson, and Guido Weiss for comments
and suggestions regarding this work.

1. Let G be a stratified nilpotent Lie group, i.e. if g denotes the Lie algebra of G
we have

8 = © 2q7,
j
where g, generates g as a Lie algebra and [g,, g •] C g,+J. For every s > 0 the
mapping Xj -* sJXj for Xj E <¡j defines an automorphism of g. We denote by 8S the
corresponding automorphism of G, and by | • | a homogeneous gauge on G. For a
fixed compact, symmetric neighborhood U of e in G we define

t(x) = min{«|x

E U").

One then has (cf. [3,4,6])

(1.1)

|*H<c(|*|+M)

for some c and all x, y EG, and

(1.2)

c|x|<T(jc)<a|x|

+b

for some a, b, c > 0 and all x E G. The function t is subadditive (r(xy) < t(x) +
T(y)), and, hence, w = 1 + t is a submultiplicative, symmetric weight on G. The
space
Lxj= {/EL'(G)|/|/(jt)|«'(jc)dx<oo}
is clearly a Banach*-algebra (under convolution).
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For s > 0, we set Bs = [x E B | | x \ =£s). One has then that \BS\= sr\Bx\ , where
| E | denotes Haar measure of E, and r, the homogeneous dimension of G, is given
byr = 27/dimgy.
For a function/on G we write

Pj{x)

= s-^2f{8s_x/2(x))

and observe that ps is a norm preserving automorphism of the Banach*-algebra
LX(G).We also observe:

(1.3)

If/ E LX(G) and / /=

1, then {psf}s^0 is an approximate identity.

Let Xx,... ,Xd be a basis for g such that A',,... ,Xk is a basis for g,. Consider the
operators
-A = X2 + ■■■ +X2,

-L = X2 + ■■■+X¡

(A is, of course, invariant under any orthogonal change of basis in g). Let

11*11,=||(/ + A)i/2*||L2.
The classical Sobolev inequality states that

11*11
¿oo< C||</>|l[d/2]+l.
For each s, there is a a(s), depending only on g, such that

(1.4)

11*11,
<C||(/

+ L)a(î)*||L2,

and so, there is a smallest integer S such that

(1.4')

||*||L- <C||(/

+ L)S*||^-

The numbers S and a ■— a(\) will play an important role in the following considerations.
The distributions * -» -A*(e) and * -» -L*(e) are dissipative, and thus define,
by convolution, infinitesimal generators of unique semigroups of measures on G,
denoted {P,}1>0 and {^,},>o> respectively. Furthermore, P, and p, are selfadjoint,
nonnegative functions in LX(G) (cf. e.g. [5]). Since, for s > 0, ps is an automorphism
of LX(G), {psp,}t>o is a convolution semigroup. One easily checks that its infinitesimal generator is sL. Thus
0-5)

PsP,=Psf

Let & be the Banach*-algebra generated by {p,}l>0 in LX(G),i.e.
&= spm{p,\

/>0}"IMIil.

We write &, — &(! Lx¿. The Gelfand space & or &, is homeomorphic to R+ . Letting
/denote the Gelfand transform for/in (3,or &¡, one has (cf. [5])

(1.6)

P,(X) = e-'\

By virtue of (1.5), ps maps (f into itself, and (1.5) and (1.6) together imply

(1-7)

{pj)(X)=f(sX)
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for / E éE. Since I: f -» jf(x) dx is a multiplicative functional on (£, and I(pJ)

=

/(/), (1.7) implies that /(/) = /(0). Also, if/ E & n L2(G), then
(1.8)

||/|li2

= c/|/(X)|2\<'-2>/2¿A.

To see this, note that by (1.5),

llalli* = r'/2||/>,ll22.
Hence,
(1.9)

(Ps,Pl)

= \\P(s+l)/2\\h

= ((s + t)/2)-r/2\\px\\2L2.

But one also has

(1.10)

f ps(X)p,(X)Xr~2"2
dX= fe-(s+>»\(r-2)/2dX
= (s + t)-r/2je-xX^-2^2dX,

which shows that

(Ps,p,) = cfps(X)pl(X)X^2dX.
Let B denote a Banach*-algebra. For / = /* E B we let Bf be the commutative
Banach*-algebra generated by/. For g E Bf, we denote by Sp# (g) its spectrum in
Bf. A function F: R -> C is said to operate on /if SpB (/) C R and there is a g E ¿?|
such that Ff = g. The classical critérium for a function to operate onfEB
(cf. e.g.
[2]) is as follows. For/ E B set
OO

fc=l

i

•

If
(1.11)

\\e(f\nf)\\B=0(na)

(n - oo),

then Spfl (/) ç R and, for F E C'(R), / > a + 1, with F(0) = 0, F operates on/.
It is well known that both A and L are essentially selfadjoint operators on L2(G).
Let E(X) be the spectral resolution of L, i.e.

L/=f

XdE(X)f

(fED(L)).

Then

p*f=re-xtdE(x)f.
Jo

Let ATbe a bounded function on R+ and set

TK<¡>= K(X)dE(X)<b
•'o

(*EL2(G)).

Then 7^ is a bounded convolution operator, and, by (1.4'), the mapping * -» TK<¡>(e)
is a distribution. Thus there is a distribution k such that 7^* = k * * for * E L2(G).
U k E& then k — K. Our first theorem gives sufficient conditions on K to imply
that kE Lx D L2.
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Theorem 1.12. For fixed I > 0 we consider the condition (K-a), KE CN(R+),
where N > r/2 + I + 1 and supx>0 I Ku\X)(l + Xfa+N^s+X|< oo for j =
0,1,...,TV. Then:
(i) ifa = 0, there is ak E <3,twith k = K; and
(ii) if a = 4, //¡ere is a k E ¡J vw'/ßk = K and sup.,.| A:(x)w'(x) |< oo.

The proof of Theorem 1.12 requires the following lemmas.
Lemma 1.13. There is an e > 0 such that jpx(x)ec^

dx < oo.

Proof. It is known (cf. e.g. [4]) that
j px(x)eST(x)dx<ceas2

(s>0).

The proof is completed by either "completing the square" or employing the trick

used in [13, p. 277].
Lemma 1.14. Let Rx = f™e~'pt dt. There is ana>

0 such that

(Rx,eaW) = f Rx(x)ea^ dx < oo.
Proof.

(Rx,eaW) = f Ce-'ea^rr/2px(8,_x/2x)

dt dx

= f He-'+a,w2W dt px(x) dx < c [ ea'W2px(x)dx
JGJ0

for a' >2a,

JG

C = c(a).

Lemma1.15.i?f = Rx and Rf E L2(G).
Proof.
| {Rsx, *) | = | Rsx * *(e)

|< C||(l

+ L)S{R*

* *)||L2 = C||*||L2.

Lemma 1.16. Let f = f* E & n L2(G) with (\f\ , eaW) < oo for some a > 0. Let

a,bER

such that a < f(X) < b for all X E R+ . Let F E CN(a, b) withF(0) = 0. If

N > I + r/2 + 1, then F ° / E &, and

\\Fof\\ç<Cf\\F\\cN(atbr
Proof. Let <j>(x)= eßaT<-x)
where ß and a are such that ar(x) > \ x | for x ¥= e and
ß < aa. For each positive integer n we have

We(f\nf)\\&i=(

\e(f\nf)\(x)J(x)dx

+ f

JG/Um

| eiflnf)

| (x)eßT^J(x)eßT(x).
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Since J(x) <C(1 + m)' for x E Um, and since \\e(fÄnf)\\L^
submultiplicative function *, we have

\\e(f\nf)\\&j<(\

=£e^nL\

+ m)'\ U">\x/2\\e(f\nf)\\L2 + exp(/i||/||t,

where *(x) = eßT(x)o>'(x). For m = ([c/ß]

\\e(f\nf)\\a^c'(l

for any

),

+ \)n,

+ ([c/ß]

+ l)«)'+r/2«||/||L2.

Proof (Theorem 1.12). Suppose K satisfies (K-0) and let

F(x) = iK(x~{/s-^

X>0>

lO,

A^O,

F(0) = 0 and F E CN(R). By Lemmas 1.14 and 1.15, Äf satisfies the conditions on/
in Lemma 1.16. Thus, since (R*)(X) = (1 + X)~s,
K = F°(RSj=k

for some kE &,.

If K satisfies (K- 4) and K0(X) = (1 + X)4SK(X),then ä:o satisfies (A"-0). By (i)
there is a k0 E &¡ such that k0(X) - K0(X). Thus, since Rf E &„ k — Rsx* k0 E &,
and k = K. Also,

| fe(xV(x) |< /*?s(.f) | ¿„(r1*) I«'(*) ^

^Äi^)lMA)|«'(r^)^)^
and
#?S(j>'(^)

< /H?5(*)«'(je)llfs(x-Iy)ia'(x-Iy)
</(/î2S(;c))2(co'(;t))2rf;t<

áx

\\R2xs\\L„fR2S(x)o>2l(x)dx<

oo.

Suppose A' is a function on R+ satisfying (AT-0) and having K(0) = 1. We know

then that for k E &¡ with k = K, kt — p,k is an approximate identity as / -» 0. If A'
satisfies (K-4) then, using (1.2), Theorem 1.12 gives

(1.17)

\kt(x)\<ctl/2(tl/2

+ \x\Y'

(0<f<l).

The following lemma is proved by a well-known technique. We include its proof here
for completeness sake.

Lemma 1.18. Fors > 0, let Bs(x) = {y \ \y'xx |< s}, and for * E LX(G),let
m**(x)=

sup\Bs(x)\-x(
s>0

\<b(y)\dy.
JBstx)

If
/,(*) = r'/2(l

+ r'/21 x|)-r~',

then for some C and all * E LX(G),

\f,*<p(x)\<cm*<t>(x)

(0 < í < 1).
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Proof. For some a, b and all 0 < t < 1,
' v '

[at~r

for I je |< i,

[bt\x\-r-x

for|jc|>i.

Thus, recalling that Bs = Bs(e),
/oo

fr(y)\ï(y-xx)\dy+ 2 f

iy|«

k=\

2

/,2(j) | *( y"'*)| ¿y
'^\y\<2

'

00

<ac|5i|-1

/ |*(r'*)|*+

2 bt(2k-xt)~r~l (

JB,

fc=,

< oc | Jff,|-»/" |*(r'*)l¿V

\4,(y-xx)\dy

-^fc,

+ 2 2-*+12¿>c|52A:r|
/"

JBt

k=x

\<t>(y-xx)\dy

Jß2k,

< cw**(x).

Since w* is of weak type (1,1) (cf. [13, Chapter III]), we have
Corollary

1.19. If k E â such that k satisfies ( K ■4), then the maximal operator

k*f(x)=

sup \k,*f(x)\
0<i<l

is of weak type (1,1).

We also have
Corollary

1.20. If a function Ksatisifes (K-0), the operator

J/.00
K(tX)dE(X)f
o

is bounded on all Lp, 1 </? < oo. //, further, K(Q) = 1 and K satisfies (A'- 4) with
l = r+\,

LimTKf(x) =f(x)
/^o

(a.e.,fELp(G),

'

1 </>< oo).

The following results concerning classical summation methods are obtained from

Corollary 1.20. What could be called an Abel method is obtained by setting
K(X) = e~\ We get

Corollary

1.21.

J/-00
ex'dE(X)f(x)

■o

=f(x)

(a.e.,fELp(G),

1 </> < oo).

Noticing that for TV> (3r + 4)/2,

A-(X)= {0-^'
10,

0<\<h
A>1,

satisfies (A"-4), we obtain a.e. convergence of the Bochner-Riesz means, which is

Corollary

1.22.For N > (3r + 4)/2,

Lim (R(\ - XR-X)NdE(X)f(x) = f(x)

Ä->oo •'0

(a.e.J ELP(G), 1 <p < oo).
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Finally, suppose that <pE CN(R+ ) with <p'(0)= 1 such that

(1.23)

sup |(pw(A)|<

oo

(j = 0,\,...,N).

As»0

Setting AXa) = (<p(X)/X)a (a > 1 + (12 + 3r)5/2)
( K ■4), we obtain
Corollary

and noting that K satisfies

1.24.

Lim r^4^-dE(X)f(x)=f(x)
r^O •'o

(a.e.,fELp, 1 <p< oo).

X

2. Let w be a unitary representation of G on a Hubert space %. For/ E LX(G) set
TTfCX
= I f(x)ir(x)adx
JG

for each a E %. Let %x denote the subspace for all a E % such that x -> tr(x)a is a
smooth Devalued function on G. There is a unique representation X -» irx of g on
X00 such that

■nxa — (d/dt)n(exp

tX)oi\t=0.

This representation extends uniquely to a representation of the universal enveloping

algebra of g.
Suppose now that it is such that 7¡yis a compact operator for each/ E LX(G). Let
/?0, /?,,... be an orthonormal basis for 5C such that irpißn = anßn, where a„ E R.
Since 77 is a positive operator with norm < 1, we write an — e~x\ One then has that
irptßn = e-'xnßn=ßt(Xn)ß„,

and so, by definition

of &, for all /E

£E, ttv/},, = f(Xn)ßn.

Since zero is the only

possible accumulation point of {an}, {Xn} is a discrete (perhaps unbounded)
sequence. We reorder the ß„'s according to increasing values of the A„'s. Clearly, the
A„'s are eigenvalues of trL. It follows that if / E & such that/has
compact support,

then 77|is finite dimensional.
Now let T be a discrete cocompact subgroup of G. We fix a symmetric, connected,
compact fundamental domain D of G/T. We write x = xT and note that x -» x
maps D one-to-one onto G/T. Let % — L2(G/T). If 77is the quasiregular representation of G on % and / E CC(G), then trf is an integral operator on % with continuous
kernel and, hence, compact. Thus irf is compact for each / E LX(G). Also, %
decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible subspaces %k. Thus, we can select a
basis e0,ex,... oï%with e; E %k such that

^Lej = Lej = xjej

and

\^^j+\

(7 = 0,1,...)

with e0 being the constant one function and X0 = 0. For/ G|we

irfej=f*ej=f(Xj)ej

then have

(/= 0,1,...).

Similarly, 77Ahas a discrete nonnegative spectrum £0 < |, =£ • • • with corresponding eigenfunctions h0, hx,_Since
77Ais elliptic, hj is real analytic. (Note that for 2
step nilpotent groups, A and L commute, and hence hj = ey) By virtue of (1.4) and
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( 1.4') we have

((/ + L)<p,<p)< ((/ + A)<p,«p)< C{(I + L)\,

<p),

and so

(2.1)

i+\J<i+iJ<c(i+\Jy.

By a theorem of H. Weyl (cf. e.g. [14]) # {£, | ^ < N) ~ CNd/2. Thus, by (2.1) we
get
CxNd/1 < # {Xj | X,.< TV}< C2Nd/2°.

Let i:6|

and set kt = pr/c.Then

(2.2)

^k^ = 2k{tXj)(<p,ej)ej.

But one also has

Trkw(x)= k,*(p(x)=

(2.3)

2 (M^M-y-1)^yerJo

Theorem 2.4. If Ksatisfies (K-0) with I = 0, r/ien
lim 2K{t\j)(q>,ej)ej-<p

=0

t->0

(VeL'(C/r),

1 </>< oo),

and

lim 2K{t\j)(<p,ej)ej-<p
r->0

0

(<¡p
E c(G/r)).

C(G/D

To prove a.e. convergence of (2.2) we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.5. Let TN = {y E T | | y |< N). Then sup^,(#

r^-AT' < oo.

Proof. If x = yd where y E 1^, d E D, then | x | < C(| y | +1 d |) < C'N for
JV> 1. Thus #TN\D\ = \TND\<\BaN\=

(C'N)r.

Lemma 2.6. Ifk satisfies (K-4) with I —r + 2, then there exist M,c ER such that

IM>(*)l<2Cf'/2

2
\y\<M

f{tl/2 + \xyy\yr~l\v{y-l)\dy
D

forxEDandO<t<\.

Proof. By (1.18)
\k,(xyy)\<ctx/2(tx/2

+ |xYy|)"^2.

Let y0 E T such that | y |>| y0 | imphes y £ D ■D. Then inf(| xyQy \ \ x, y E D) = a
> 0. Thus (tx/2 + | xy0y \yr'2

2* a"'-2.

inî{\xyy\\y\-xx,

Let

y E D,\y\>\y0\)

=b>0.
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Then

2

01/2+l*Y7ir~2<

2

M> IYol

(b\y\y-2.

lTl>lïol

By Lemma 2.5, there is an M such that 2iy|>AÍ(o | y |)~r~2 > a~r~x. Hence, assuming
M > | y0 | we have

i'/2 2 {tx/2 + \xyy\y~]<2tx/2

2

yer

{tx/2 + \xyy\)'r~\

|y|»CAf

We identify LX(G/T) with the subspace of LX(G) consisting of those functions
supported on D. Then

(2.7)

k * <p(x) = sup \k,*<p(x)\
0<r«l

<2c

2

sup /?I/2(i1/2

|y|«A/0<r<l

+ |xy>'|)"r"l|(p(>'"1)l^-

O

But

í í'/2(í'/2 + | xyy I)"'-11<p(r') I 4>= f ',/2('1/2 + Ixy~xl)"-11 <p(,y) | ¿y.

•'D

^

Hence, by Lemma 1.18,
ji|

sup

íí1/2(í1/2

+ |xy^|)"r

]\cp(y-x)\dy>a

(C/a)\\<p\\L,(Dy

Thus, since the sum in (2.7) is finite, k* is of weak type (1,1). This gives

Theorem 2.8. If Ksatisfies (K-4) with I = r + 2, then
Urn 2K(t\j)(q>,
i-o,

ej)ej(x) = <p(x) {o.e., <¡pE LX(G/T)).

As before, we get analogues of the classical summation methods of Abel, Cesaro,
and Riemann by considering specific functions K.

Corollary

2.9. For <pE L\G/T),
hm 2 PXJ(<P,
ej)ej(x) = <p(x) (a.e.),

and

Um | (l-^)V*>,(*)
If \p satisfies (1.23), anda>

1 + (14 + 3r)S/2, we have

^/*(A,)\"

l™2

r-.0 ; \

= *(*) (a.e.,N>^-).

~7x—
'A,

{(P,ej)eJ(x)=q)(x)
/
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3. Let G be the (2k + l)-dimensional Heisenberg group, i.e. G = RtXRtXR
with multiplication defined by (x,y, z)(x',y', z') = (x + x',y + y', z + z' + x-y').
Let Xj, Yjbe the elements of the Lie algebra of G corresponding to the one-parameter subgroups / -» ((1,..., t,... ), 0,0) and t -* (0, (0.t,...),
0), respectively. Then
L = IjX2 + Yj2. Let 77' be the Schrödinger representation of G corresponding to
the parameter a = 1, i.e.,
77('x>viZ)/(u)= e,(y-u+z)/(x + u)

(fEL2(R*)).

Let T = {(x,y, z) | x,y E Z\ z E Z}. Then G/T is compact. The map t: L/(R*) -*
L"(G/T) (l<p<
oo), defined by
T/(x,y,z)=

2

e2™e2«im%x + m),

mez*

extends to L^(R*) and is isometric on L2(R*) into L2(G/r). Also, T77(1xyz)/
=
77(x
y z)t/, where 77is the quasiregular representation of G on G/T. One has that

For m = 0,1,... let Hm be the with Hermite function, and if m = (mx,..-,mk),
jm > 0,1 m |= Smy, #m(x) = Hmt(xx) • ■■Hm^xk), then

«lHn = (2\m\+k)Hm.
Thus, settingem = rHm, if A"satisfies (A"-4) with/ = r + 2, we get, for<p E LP(G/T),
1 =£/? < 00,

(3.1)

iim2^((2m

+ /:)i)(<P,em)em(x,y,

z) = 9(x,y,

z)

(a.e.).

Putting 9 = t/, and noting that (t/, r/im) = (/, Hm), we get

2e2"/n"V(x + m) = Hm2^((2 | m | +k)t)(f,

Hj^e^Wjx

'-0

n

m

+ n)

for almost all (x,y) E [0,1]* X [0,1]*. Since (3.1) is also convergent in L'-norm,
multiplying by e2"'' y and integrating with respect to y, we get, for almost all
x £[/,,/,+
l]X---X[jk,jk+l],

f(x) = hm 2 K((2 \m\+k)t)(f,

Hm)Hm(x).

Putting specific functions for K, we get Abel, Ceskro and Riemann summability
theorems for the Hermite expansion. The estimates on the exponent in the Riesz
means do not seem to be the best possible and, as is known for norm convergence
(which, of course, also follows), much smaller exponents are sufficient (cf. [9]).
4. Let G be an arbitrary nilpotent simply connected Lie group and let Xx,... ,Xn
be a basis of g. For a positive-definite matrix (atf) we write -A = 2 fl^J^X, and we
note that A is invariant under any orthogonal change of the basis Xx,...,Xn. Let

X*,...,X* be the dual basis of g* and let | 8 \2= 282, if 8 = 28jX*. It is clear that
the norm | • | depends only on the operator A.
According to Kirillov theory, the unitary irreducible representations 77*of G are in
a one-to-one correspondence with the coadjoint orbits AdJS, 8 E g*.
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The following theorem has been proved with great help from Roger Howe.

Theorem 4.1. For every 8 in g* we have

min(X: AESp77ds} > min{|¿|2: £ E Ad* 8).
Proof. We proceed by induction on dim G. If G is Abelian, the theorem is trivial
(and, in fact, equality holds). By usual reductions we may assume that the center of g
is one dimensional, say RZ, and that (8, Z)¥= 0. We select an element Y in the
hypercenter of g but not in the center, and we write § = [W:[W, Y] = 0). Let X be
orthogonal to i) and of length one (note that the basis Xx,...,Xn defines an inner

product in g). We easily check that g = b © RX
Let Ô, be the restriction of 8 to f) which we also regard as a functional on g putting
(8X, X)=0. LetX* = 5-5,. We note that
Ad*explY8
= 8x + (l + t(8x,Z))X*,
whence

Ad*G8= Ad*G8x+ RX*.
Consequently,

(4.1)

min{|£|2:|EAd*S}

= min{| t, |2: t, E Ad* 5,}.

We note that exp h = H is a normal subgroup of G and also that every maximal
subalgebra of i) subordinate to Ô, is a maximal subalgebra of g subordinate to 8.
Thus 77s is the induced representation of 77s ' of H. Since G/H = R, we let
DC(t7S)= {/:R-X(7760/||/||2<ooj.
We write A = A, — X2, where -A, = 2 X'2 for an orthonormal
i).

basis X{,...,

We have
min{\:

X E SP77AS}= inf{(77A8/, /):

= inf{«/,/)
>inf{(77Asi/,/):

||/||

= l)

+ (*«/, „*f): ||/|| = l)
||/||

= l}.

But

(</,/)=/«/(0,/(0)^

= /«7(0./(0)a

^inf{(<'*,*):íER,*EÍ]{;(77S<),

||*|| = l)

¡3=inf(X E Sp 77^, t/ E Ad£ Ô,},

where á; = Ad^,*«,.
By inductive hypothesis and (4.1), we have
inf(X:\

E Sp 77^,1} E Adjô,}

> min{|7)|2:T/

EAd*G8x)

>min{\è\2;èEAd*G8},
which completes the proof.
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Let
C'(G/r)={/:(l+A)//2/EL2(G/r)}.
We again write

(4.2)

L2(G/T) = e

2%k,

where for each k the quasiregular representation of G is an irreducible representation
77Ä*on%k. Let Pk be the projection on %k.

The following corollary exhibits a link between smoothness of a function / in
L2(G/r) and the size of \\Pkf\\i}(C/Y) m terms of the geometry of the dual of G
which appears in the decomposition (4.2).

Corollary

4.2. /// E C(G/T), then

\\Pkf\\^(G/v)<Cf[Tian{\8\:8EAd'c8k}Yl,
where Cf is independent of k.

Proof. UXk = min{(A/,/):/E

9C„ 11/11= lj.then

IlA//2/ IliWr) > Hàl/2PkfIILWn > X'C|| Pkf || £î(C/r).
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